
POSC 120-06 (2536) / PCST 120-06 (2634)
Introduction to International Relations

Spring 2021

Midterm Take-home Exam

This assignment has three purposes: 1) to encourage in-depth review of class readings; 2) to develop your critical thinking skills regarding
international relations theories and events; and 3) to improve your analytical skills for a coherent essay that incorporates scholarly sources. Please
answer every part of the question. To answer the question, implement theories (classical realism, liberal institutionalism, Marxism, etc.), concepts
(relative gains, prisoner’s dilemma, etc.), and empirical examples (the World Wars, the South China Sea, etc.) to support your reasoning.

Question:
1) Is conflict an inevitable feature of international relations, or can cooperation be maintained? (seven pages)
2) Based upon your answer for Question 1, what should be the Biden Administration’s foreign policy on China and why? (one page)

Due: March 26 (Friday), 2020, 11:59pm

Format
- Eight-pages (excluding references), typed, double-spaced, in twelve-point Times New Roman font with one-inch margins
- Insert page numbers on the bottom

Citation
- Students may use whatever citation format they are comfortable with, but all exams must include citations. Please refer to various Citation

Styles. At the end of the reference list, please indicate which citation style is used.
- Please cite written references (thus, avoid directly quoting course slides).
- You may cite relevant sources outside of course readings.

Submission
- All exams must be submitted to both Canvas (“Assignment”) and the instructor’s email (mikwon@chapman.edu).
- Exams should be submitted in both MS Word and PDF formats (Title: [Last Name]_[First Name], Example: Kwon_Minju)
- 10 out of 40 points will be deducted for each day the take-home exam is late.
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Take-home Exam Grading Rubric

Question 1 (Total: 37/40)

Exceeds Expectations Meets Expectations Satisfactory Needs Improvement Insufficient

Score 4 3 2 1 0

Focus &
Consistency
of Argument

Topic is focused narrowly
enough for the scope of the
exam. Essay reflects the
intellectual objectives by
competently addressing all
required components of the
exam. Essay contains a
strong and consistent
argument.

Topic is almost narrow
enough for the scope of the
exam. Essay contains a clear
argument. Argument mostly
makes logical sense and is
consistent.

Topic is manageable for the
scope of the exam but not
narrow enough. Essay
contains an understandable
argument with limited
consistency.

Topic is too broad for the
scope of the exam. Author
attempts to make an
argument, but the argument
is not clearly or directly
developed. Thesis is difficult
to discern.

Essay is off-topic. Limited
attempt is made to articulate
an argument. Essay lacks
consistency.

Score 4 3 2 1 0

Organization Introduction clearly lays out
a main argument and gives
an outline of what the reader
can expect in the essay.
Conclusion nicely
summarizes the main
argument and evidence.
Body paragraphs each work
to advance the argument and
are directly connected to the
thesis through strong topic
sentences. Essay is clearly
organized and makes strong
transitions between
paragraphs. Each paragraph
has a clear topic sentence.

Introduction attempts to lay
out a main argument and
gives an outline of what the
reader can expect in the
essay. Thesis statement is
referenced again in the
conclusion. Body paragraphs
are connected to the thesis,
though not always tied
perfectly to it. Essay is
well-organized and uses
some transitions between
paragraphs. Each paragraph
has a topic sentence.

Introduction gives the reader
an idea of what to expect in
the paper, but does not
effectively lay out the main
argument. It may begin with
a set of rhetorical questions,
or an anecdote that is never
fully explained. Body
paragraphs are somewhat
tangential to the thesis and
do not demonstrate clearly
how they advance the
argument. Essay has some
problems with its
organization and lacks
transitions. It could be
structured more logically.
Most paragraphs have a
topic sentence.

Essay is not organized
logically. Body paragraphs
do not seem connected to the
argument. Essay frequently
makes non-related tangents.
Some paragraphs lack topic
sentences.

Essay has no clear
organizational pattern or
flow and is functionally
incomplete. Many
paragraphs lack topic
sentences.
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Score 12 9 6 3 0

Theoretical
Explanation

Essay contains strong, clear,
concise theoretical analysis
throughout the paper with a
sophisticated understanding
of the key concepts.
Theoretical explanation
strongly supports the
author's main argument.

Essay contains developed
theoretical analysis with
some solid understanding of
the concepts, though
understanding may not be
fully clear. Theoretical
explanation supports the
author's main argument.

Essay contains theoretical
analysis that is somewhat
developed, although lacking
clarity, precision,
effectiveness. Essay
demonstrates a foundational
but not deep understanding
of the concepts. Theoretical
explanation partially
supports the author's main
argument.

Essay contains very little
theoretical analysis with a
lack of clarity, cohesion, or
effectiveness. Essay
demonstrates only a shallow
understanding of the
concepts. Theoretical
explanation rarely supports
the author's main argument.

Essay contains superficial
theoretical analysis without
understanding of the
concepts. Theoretical
explanation does not support
the author's main argument.

Score 12 9 6 3 0

Integration
of Empirical

Examples

Author provides compelling
and accurate empirical
evidence that convinces
readers to accept the main
argument. Essay strongly
and consistently supports the
argument with in-depth
analysis of empirical
examples.

Case studies are enough to
support an argument. Essay
includes some empirical
examples with effective
analysis.

Case studies partly support
an argument. Essay includes
empirical examples but
needs more analysis.

Not enough empirical
evidence is provided to
support author’s argument.
Evidence is incomplete,
incorrect, or oversimplified.

No case studies or only a
limited number of case
studies are included. There
are numerous factual
mistakes, omissions or
oversimplifications.

Score 4 3 2 1 0

Counter-
argument

Author considers the
evidence, or alternative
interpretations of evidence,
that could be used to refute
or weaken author’s
argument. Author provides
original and/or thoughtful
responses.

Author acknowledges that
counter-evidence and
alternative interpretations
exist, and lists them, but
only partially explains to
readers why author’s
argument still stands.

Author acknowledges some
of the most obvious
counter-evidence and
alternative explanations, but
is not comprehensive in this
task. There is little attempt
made to respond to them.

Author acknowledges some
counter-evidence and
alternative explanations, but
there is no attempt made to
respond to them.

No acknowledgement of
counter-evidence or
alternative interpretations.
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Score 1 0.5 0

Citation &
References

Citations and references are
formatted correctly with the
exception of one or two
errors. Each citation has a
matching reference.

Three to five citation and
reference errors are noted.

More than five citation and
reference errors are noted.

Question 2 (Total: 3/40)

Score 3 2 1 0

Integration
of knowledge

Author demonstrates a
sophisticated understanding of the
issue. Writing is clear and concise
with good empirical examples.

Author demonstrates some solid
understanding of the issue, though
understanding may not be fully
clear. Writing is mostly concise
with some empirical examples.

Author shows a basic but not deep
understanding of the issue. Writing
needs to be clearer and more
concise.

Author has only a shallow
understanding of the issue. Writing
is difficult to understand due to its
lack of clarity, conciseness, and
empirical examples.
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